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Abstract 
Bienstock, D., On the complexity of testing for odd holes and induced odd paths, Discrete 
Mathematics 90 (1991) 85-92. 
The following problems, of possible interest with regards to perfect graphs, are shown to be 
NP-complete. 
(1) Does a graph contain an induced odd cycle of length greater than three, passing through 
a prescribed vertex? 
(2) Does a graph contain an induced odd path between two prescribed vertices? 
(3) Does a graph contain an induced odd path between every two vertices? 
1. Introduction 
Let &+I (k 32) indicate the cycle with 2k + 1 vertices, and czk+r, its 
complement. The strong perfect graph conjecture (see [l] or [3] for background 
on perfect graphs) states that a graph is perfect if and only if it contains no 
induced subgraph isomorphic to a Czk+, or a &+l, k 3 2 (an odd hole or an odd 
antihole, respectively). 
Thus, testing for odd holes or antiholes is an interesting algorithmic problem. 
Here we show that testing whether a given graph has an odd hole containing a 
prescribed vertex u is an NP-complete problem (see [2]). By modifying the proof 
slightly, we obtain that the following problem is also NP-complete: does a graph 
contain an induced odd path between two given vertices? Finally, some additional 
constructions show that testing whether a graph contains an induced odd path 
between every two vertices is again NP-complete. Such is the case even when the 
graph has the property that there is only one pair of vertices that may fail to be 
joined by an induced odd path (and the paths joining all other pairs are explicitly 
known). 
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2. The basic proof 
In what follows, the vertex set of a graph G will be denoted by V(G). To 
simplify notation, an odd hole through a vertex u will be called a u-hole. We will 
show next that given a graph G, and a selected vertex u of G, testing whether G 
contains a u-hole is an NP-complete problem. 
The reduction will be from 3-SAT, defined as follows. We are given it logical 
variables x1, . . . , x, and m clauses Cr, . . . , C,,,. Each clause C is of the form 
C = zr v z, v z3, where for 1 c i s 3, zi = Xj or zi = Xi, for some 1 <j s n (the zi’s 
are called literals). We will construct a graph G containing a certain vertex U, so 
that G contains a u-hole if and only if there is a truth assignment for x1, . . . , x, 
that satisfies Cr A C2 A . . . A C,. 
The graph G is obtained in several steps. The edges of G will be colored either 
blue or red (the significance of this will become clear later). For each variable xi, 
G will contain an induced subgraph Cui, defined as follows (see also Fig. la). The 
vertex set of O!i s 
{Ci,j: 1 pi ~ 4) U {ti,j: 1 ~i~44) U {fi,j: l~i~4). 
The blue edges of ai are: {Ci,l, ti,lI, {fi,l, c~,s), {Ci,,,f;:,1>, {f;:,l, ci,3), {ci,z, ti,z>, 
(fi,27 ti,3I, lfi,31 ti,411 lci,41 Ci,hI, {Ci,2,f;.,2) Lfb~~ {f;.,sjf;.,41 and {f;,a, Ci,b). The 
red edges of Cui are {fi,I, fr,2} and {&,2, ti,l}. 
Let Cj = (z, v z2 v z3) be a clause. Corresponding to Cj, there is an induced 
subgraph pi, defined as follows (see also Fig. lb). The vertex set of pi is 
{dj,k: 1~ k ~ 4) U {li} U {I: 1~ k ~ 3). 
Fig. la. Red edges shown in bold. 
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All the edges of pj are blue, and they are: {dj,r, q}, (5, &}, and, for 1 <k s 3, 
{dj,*, J(zk)) and {h(zk), 4.4). 
All the subgraphs oi and /3j, 1 --. z < . s n, 1 ~j S m, are pair-wise vertex disjoint. 
They are assembled together using u and two additional vertices W, u, and the 
following blue edges: 
{u, ~1, {u, ~1.21, {w, CI,I); for 1 s i <n{ci,3, ci+l,r> and {ci,d, ci+l, 2>; 
{cn,3r 4,117 {C%‘i> dr.2); for 1 si < m{dj,,, dj+,,r} and (dj.4, dj+r, 2); 
and (k3, u>, {4+, u> 
(see Fig. lc). 
In addition, G contains, for each clause C,, the following red edges. Let 
Cj = (q v 2, v q). For 1 5 k C 3, if zk = Xi (some i) then we have the edges 
MI, fi(zk)) and tfi3~ fi(Zk)b while if zk = Xi the edges are {&, fi(&)} and 
{fi,3, J(zk)). 
This concludes the description of G. Now we prove the following. 
(2.1) Let L be a u-hole. Then, for 1 s i c n, exactly one of the following is true: 
(i) L contains the blue paths Ci, 1, ti, 1, Ct.3 and Ci,2, ti,2, ti,3, ti,4, c~,~, or 
(ii) L contains the paths Ci,ly ji.1, Ci,3 and Ci.2, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, ci.4. 
Proof. Clearly L must contain the edges {u, w}, {w, c~,~} and {u, c~,~}. The 
proof will proceed by induction on i. Assume first that i > 1, and that we have 
proved the result for i - 1 (the case i = 1 is similar). Thus L contains the vertices 
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Fig. lc. 
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Case z, = ii 
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Fig. Id. 
c~-~, 3 and q-1,4, and hence it must also contain Ci,i and c~,~. Notice here that (by 
the inductive assumption) the subpath of L between q, and q2 that contains u 
has length 2(i - 1) + 6(i - 1) + 3, which is odd. Now suppose (by symmetry) that 
L contains {c. r,l, ti,l}. Then L cannot contain {q2, &} for otherwise L would also 
contain {J,2, ti,l} and L would be even, not odd. Hence L contains {ci,*, ti,z}. It is 
clear that L cannot contain a red edge with both endpoints in q, and that L 
contains {t. r,2, &}. Now if L contains (for some clause Cj in which xi appears 
negated) the edge {ti,i, A&)}, then L must also contain {ti,3, j&)}, and 
conversely, but in either case we conclude L is even, a contradiction. Thus L 
contains {&, fr,4}, {fr,4, ci,4} and {fi,l, ci.3). Hence the statement is valid for i. 
The case i = 1 is identical (here we use the fact that the path ci,i, w, U, q2 is 
odd) and will be omitted. 0 
From (2.1) we now obtain (2.2). 
(2.2) Let L be a u-hole. Then for 1 <j G m, L contains exactly one blue path dj,2, 
I?(Z), di.4, where z is a literal occurring in Cj. 
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Next we have the following. 
(2.3) Let L be a u-hole. Then: 
(i) L contains no red edges. 
(ii) L contains v. 
(iii) C1 A * . . A C,,, is satisfiable. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow directly from (2.1) and (2.2). To prove (iii), consider 
the following assignment of values to the variables xi, 16 i =S n; xi is true if and 
only if L contains the vertex ti,, (or equivalently, by (2.1), xi is true if and only if 
L contains ti,2). Let Cj = (zi v z, v z3) be a clause. Then by (2.2) L contains (say) 
.zl. To fix ideas, say z1 = xi, for some 1 c i s n. Then L cannot contain &, for 
otherwise L would contain the red edge {J;,l, fi(xi)}, a contradiction. By 
definition of our truth assignment, and (2.1), this implies that we have set xi true, 
and Cj is satisfied, as desired. Similarly if z, = Xi. 0 
Finally, we have (2.4). 
(2.4) Suppose C1 A . . . A C,,, is satisfiable. Then G has a u-hole. 
Proof. Precisely the reverse of (2.1)-(2.3). We construct a u-hole L, consisting 
of blue edges only, such that whenever xi is set true (in the satisfying assignment) 
then L contains the vertices ti,l, ti,2, ti,J and ti,4, and whenever xi is set false then 
L contains &, f;.,2, A.3 and f;.+ If the clause Cj = (zl v z2 v z3) is satisfied because 
(say) zi is true, then L containsfi(z,). Finally, L contains u, w and V, and all blue 
edges joining different subgraphs oi or pj. 0 
(2.3) and (2.4) imply the desired result, that G contains a u-hole if and only if 
C,A... A C, is satisfiable. 
Next we give some remarks. First, if we replace ‘u-hole’ by ‘induced cycle 
containing both u and U’ then essentially the same proofs show that (2.1)-(2.3) 
remain valid (i.e., red edges cannot be used) and the same holds for (2.4). 
Further, let G1 denote the graph obtained from G by removing the edge {u, w} 
and adding the edge {s, w}, where s is a new vertex. Then we have the following. 
(2.5) The following are equivalent: 
(i) C1 A . . . A C,,, is satisfiable. 
(ii) G contains a u-hole. 
(iii) Gi contains an induced odd path between u and s. 
(iv) G contains an induced cycle that passes through u and v. 
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As an aside, let q > 1 and p 2 0 be arbitrary fixed integers. The following 
problems are NP-complete: 
Does a graph G contain an induced cycle through a prescribed vertex U, of 
length p (mod q)? 
Does a graph G contain an induced path with prescribed endvertices U, U, of 
length p (mod q)? 
The proofs are similar to the above. 
3. Induced odd paths between all pairs 
In this section we will extend out constructions to show that testing whether a 
graph contains an induced odd path between every two vertices is NP-complete. 
For more background on this property, which is implied by critical imperfection, 
we refer the reader to [4]. Our result is in fact stronger: the NP-completeness 
result holds even if for all pairs of vertices, with one exception, we are given an 
induced odd path joining the members of the pair. We begin with some 
preliminaries. 
A spiked odd hole is a graph with vertex set Z U R, where IRI is odd, 
IRI 2 3 IZI, and such that 
(i) R induces an (odd) cycle H, and 
(ii) Each z E Z is adjacent to three distinct vertices in R, which are 
consecutive in H. 
(iii) Any two distinct members of Z have at most one common neighbor. 
The elements of Z are called the spikes, and R is called the rim (see Fig. 2a). 
Spiked odd holes are useful for the following reason, which is straightforward to 
verify. 
(3.1) Let S be a spiked odd hole. Then S contains an induced odd path between 
every two vertices. 
The point of departure in our NP-completeness proof will be the graph G, used 
in (2.4), for which it was hard to test whether an induced odd path between 
vertices u and s exists. We will modify this graph in two ways. 
Fig. 2a. A spiked odd hole with IZI = 3 and (RI = 11 (spikes shown in black) 
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First, for every z E V(GI)\ {u, s}, construct the graph J(z), whose vertex set is 
{u, s, z> U {j&), I s k d 61, and whose edge set is given as follows. Each of 
14 jr(z), jz(z), j3(z), j4(z)) and Is, j,(z), jz(z), is(z), je(z)) 
induce a 5-hole (in each 5-hole the vertices appear in the given order, and the two 
5-holes share the edge { jl(z), jz(z)}). In addition, we have the edges {u, jb(z)}, 
{s, id(z)}, and {jz(z), z}. See Fig. 2b. The graph J(z) has the following property, 
which is easy to verify. 
(3.2) Let x, y be vertices of J(z), such that x = u or s, and y Zu, s. Then J(z) 
contains an induced odd path between x and y. 
Define G2 = Gr U (U, J(z)) (the different graphs J(z) have no common vertices 
other than u and s). Next, let K be the graph consisting of: 
(i) A spiked odd hole H, with spikes V(G2)\{u, s}, and whose rim R is made 
up of new vertices. 
(ii) For every r E R, the edges {u, r} and {s, r}. 
We then set G3 = Gz U K. Refer to Fig. 2c. Now we prove the following. 
(3.3) (i) G3 contains an induced odd path between every two vertices x, y such 
that x # u, s. 
(ii) G3 contains an induced odd path between u and s, if and only if G, does. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that we also have y # u, s. Then both x and y are contained in 
the spiked odd hole H, and the result follows from (3.1). Otherwise, the result 
follows from (3.2) and from the fact that all vertices in R are adjacent to both u 
and s. 
(ii) Let P be an induced odd path in G3 between u and s. Then P cannot 
contain any vertices in the rim R, since all such vertices are adjacent to both u 
and s. If P contains any of the vertices jk(z) of some graph J(z), then it must 
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contain one of j2(z), j&z) or j6(z). But each of these vertices is again adjacent to 
both u and s, a contradiction. Hence indeed P must be contained in G,, as 
desired. The converse is clear. Cl 
From (3.3) and (2.4) we now conclude (3.4). 
(3.4) The problem: “Does a graph contain an induced odd path between every two 
vertices?“, is W-complete, even when restricted to graphs such that all pairs of 
vertices, with one exception, are joined by known induced odd paths. 
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